
Products

Video & Audio
Convergence Solution

Our Video & Audio Convergence Solution uses both CCTV and audio technology to 
provide a real-time warning system and a proactive deterrent.

For small scenarios and indoor environments such as retail 
shops and small offices, Hikvision cameras not only make an 
audio warning and emit flashing light when the alarm is 
triggered, but can also allow users to communicate to the 
people in the monitoring area.

Solution Benefits

Fast deployment

Fast audio and light reaction when 
alarm is triggered

Small Scenario Eco Solution for Retail, Small O�ces, etc. 

Small Scenario Pro Solution for Retail, Small O�ces, etc. 

For small scenarios and indoor environments such as retail 
shops and small offices, Hikvision cameras can not only make 
an audio warning and emit flashing light when the alarm is 
triggered to protect the secure area, but can also allow users to 
communicate to the people in the monitoring area.

Solution Benefits

Audio broadcast can be customised 

Two-way audio provides a proactive
deterrent to prevent bad behaviour

Fast deployment

Fast audio and light reaction when 
alarm is triggered

Large Scenario Solution for Schools, Large Buildings, etc. 

Large Scenario Solution Multi-Site

Large Scenario Solution One-Site

For large scenarios, like schools, council offices, and 
large buildings that need louder audio warning across 
larger areas, IP Speakers are available. 

Overall Solution Benefits

Fast deployment

Fast audio warning reaction when 
alarm is triggered

Loud broadcast volume 

Connected via IP

Device licenses are centralised and managed by HikCentral

Higher IP speaker capability of up to 512 IP Speakers 

Available Functions

Alarm linkageto audio

Customised audio broadcast

One-way audio for multiple end devices (speech, music playing, etc.)

Audio speaker can be mapped on HikCentral

Audio playing schedule available 

Control and management on NVR

Available Functions

Alarm linkage to audio

Thermal Camera NVR

HikCentral iVMS-4200Hik-Connect

Analogue Camera DVR

NVR

NVRSwitchPTZ Camera IP SpeakerNetwork Camera

IP or PTZ Camera

Web Camera Client

One-Site Solution Benefits

Easy deployment compared with traditional amplifier 
and camera solution

Fast audio warning reaction when 
alarm is triggered

Audio broadcast can be customised 

Multi-linkage between speaker and camera: any alarm 
triggered from NVR-connected cameras can trigger any 
NVR-connected IP Speaker to play a bespoke audio.

IP Speaker

Multi-Site Solution Benefits

Easy deployment compared with traditional amplifier 
and camera solution

Fast audio warning reaction when alarm is triggered - 
audio can be linked to IP speaker through HikCentral

Audio file can be customised and scheduled to play a  
regular warning for a certain situation

Multiple alarms can be triggered to warn the 
wrongdoer and a security guard in another area

Easy to use: icon can be added on the map in Hikcentral 
and users can talk to any speaker easily without trying to 
search the name

Users can broadcast any audio file through the  
speaker from local laptop or server, or just talk  
through the microphone.

HikCentral can support up to 512 Speakers

Analogue 
Camera
at entrance

STOP IMMEDIATELY!

Thermal 
Camera
at boundary

IP Camera
at entrance

PTZ Camera
at boundary

STOP IMMEDIATELY!

Thermal Camera can be disarmed via a 
one-key button on HikConnecti

Audio speaker logs on the system
when using HikCentral or iVMS-4200i

HikCentral iVMS-4200

DS-2CE12DFT-PIRXOF
DS-2CE12DFT-PIRXOF28

DS-2CE72DFT-PIRXOF
DS-2CE72DFT-PIRXOF28

Analogue Camera

Thermal Camera

DS-2TD1217-2/PA
DS-2TD1217-3/PA
DS-2TD1217-6/PA

DS-2TD2617-3/PA
DS-2TD2617-6/PA
DS-2TD2617-10/PA

DVR
for Small Eco Solution

AcuSense DVR
iDS-7204/08HUHI-Kx/4S(B)

NVR
for Small Eco Solution

DS-7716NI-I4/16P

IP Camera

DS-2CD2046G2-IU/SL
DS-2CD2026G2-IU/SL

DS-2CD2686G2-IZSU/SL
DS-2CD2646G2-IZSU/SL
DS-2CD2626G2-IZSU/SL

DS-2DE3A204IW-DE
DS-2DE3A404IW-DE

DS-2DE7A232MW-AE

DS-2CD2T86G2-ISU/SL
DS-2CD2T46G2-ISU/SL
DS-2CD2T26G2-ISU/SL

DS-2CD2386G2-ISU/SL
DS-2CD2346G2-ISU/SL
DS-2CD2326G2-ISU/SL

DS-PA0103-B

IP Speaker


